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Abstract  We propose a new technique that speeds up signi cantly the time needed by a trained
network MLP in our case to detect a face in a large image We reformulate neural activities in
the hidden layer of the MLP in terms of  lter convolution enabling the use of Fourier transform
for an ecient computation of the neural activities A formal proof and a complexity analysis are
presented Finally some examples illustrate the approach
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  Introduction
Face detection is the fundamental step before the recognition or identication procedure Its reliab
ility and timeresponse have a major inuence on the performance and usability of the whole face
recognition system
The large variability of human faces causes major diculties in the design of a model that could
encompass all possible faces   Appearancebased approaches as well as learningbased approaches
seem to be better suited for such a task A set of representative faces is necessary to nd the implicit
model
Eigenfaces  were used to modelize the distribution of faces in some large input space 	typically
the input space is R
n
where n is the size of the image
 The main assumption is that the set of faces
are localized in a subspace that can be approximated 	using the KLtransform
 through a training
set The faceness of an input image is determined by its distance to the face subspace
A similar approach was proposed by Sung and Poggio  were the subspace was approximated by
 gaussian distributions The distances between a given input image and the  subspaces generated
a vector that was used by a perceptron to separate the face space from the nonface space
The investigations on neural networks as a tool for face detection have shown their reliability and
robustness for such a task  However the time consuming processing   needed by the neural
networks has prevented them from being a practical tool
A neural network based face detector was proposed in  and has shown good results A feed
forward neural network was designed to detect faces using a     input window The neural network
architecture was optimally designed with receptive elds to specialize a set of neurons to detect eyes
mouth and nose The negative examples 	ie nonface images
 for the training set were generated
using a bootstrap technique The system has demonstrated excellent detection rates but it suers
from time consuming computations yielding slow responses Most of the computation time is spent
in exploring all the possible subimages Although some strategies were used to reduce the time
complexity this also reduced the performance of the system
We present an approach that can speedup the processing time by considering a MLP 	Multi Layer
Perceptron
 as a bank of lters and by reformulating the processing steps in terms of convolutions
Performing the convolution in the frequency domain enables to achieve a speedup ranging from a
factor  to  for image sizes ranging from     pixels to     pixels The characteristic
of this approach is that it reduces considerably the computation time while maintaining identical
performances This methods enables a fast computation of the MLP neuron activities but does not
reduce or improve the performances of a MLP based detector It can be applied to any object detection
system based on MLPs
In Section   we shortly describe the MLP architecture and introduce the basic notations Sec
tion  presents the reformulation of MLP in terms of lter convolution processing and a complexity
analysis Section  addresses face detections with MLP and outlines the algorithm and complexity
analysis Section  presents the multiple scale detection issue and its computational complexity Some
experimental results are illustrated in Section  We conclude in the last section and outline further
developments and improvements
 The Multi Layer Perceptron
We consider a layer feedforward neural network or MLP 	see Figure 
 trained with the classical
backpropagation algorithm The input layer is a vector and the output layer is a single neuron for
the sake of simplicity
 

Let I be the input layer vector H the hidden layer vector and O the output We consider n   n
pixel input images transformed into a columnvector to feed the input layer constituted by n

units or
 
Extension to an output with multiple neurons is straightforward	
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Figure  MLP architecture for object detection
neurons The hidden layer has m neurons and the output layer is a single neuron which is triggered
to  if the learned pattern is present and  otherwise
This architecture can be used to detect dierent objects Changing the learning set generates a
new object detector The modular property of this architecture makes it very exible and handy
W
 
be the weight matrix between the input layer and the hidden layer and W

be the weight
matrix between the hidden layer and the output unit Let b
 
and b

be the thresholds associated to
the hidden and output units and g be the activation function The activities 	or output
 of the hidden
units and the output unit are given by
H  g	W
 
I  b
 


O  g	W

H  b



The activity of a particular neuron i in the hidden layer H can be written
h	i
  g	
n
 
X
j 
W
 i
	j
I	j
  b
 
	i

 	

Similarly the output layer activity is
O  g	
m
X
j 
W
j
h	j
  b



The training algorithm is based on the backpropagation of the error which is now a wellknown
technique  An example is picked from the training set the output is computed The error is
computed as the dierence between the actual and the desired output It is minimised by back
propagating it and by adjusting the weights
During the recognition step a subimage of size n   n is extracted from the test image of size
N   N  and fed to the neural network This operation must be iterated on all possible dierent
subimages of the input image This is the major drawback in the use of neural networks for object
recognition Typically for an N   N test image from which all n   n subimages are extracted to
compute the activities of m neurons in the hidden layer O	N

n

m
 computation steps are required
Our new approach is intended to reduce this computational burden Rewriting the MLP in terms
of lter convolutions enables to alleviate the time complexity issue
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 MLP as a bank of lters
Let w
i
be the vector of weights needed to compute the activity of the hidden neuron i The vector
w
i
of size n

can be represented as a n n matrix 
i
 The equation 	
 in a  D space will look like
h
i
 g	
n
X
j 
n
X
k 

i
	j  k
I	j  k
  b	i

 	 

The expression is obtained for a particular subimage I We can extend the equation to the global
input image I Lets suppose that we are processing the subimage I located at position 	r  c
 in I
The activity of the hidden unit i for a subimage located at 	r  c
 is now
h
i
	r  c
  g	
n
 
X
j 
n
 
n
 
X
k 
n
 

i
	j  k
I	r  j  c k
  b	i

 	

The equation 	
 gives the activity of the hidden neuron i with regard to the receptive eld located
at 	r  c
 This equation can also be formulated as a convolution
H
i
 g	
i
 I B
 

  where B
 
	k  l
  b
 
	k  l
  n

	

The matrixH
i
is the activity matrix of the hidden unit i From equation 	
 we can say that H
i
	j  k

is the activity 	or output
 of the hidden unit i when the observation window is located at position 	j  k

in the input image I The nal output activity matrix of the neural network can then be expressed
as a linear combination of the hidden units activity
O  g	
m
X
i 
w 
i
H
i
 b


 	

Here again O	j  k
 is the output of the neural network when the observation window is located at
	j  k
 in the input image I
In Section   to compute the nal output a sliding window was parsing the whole image yielding a
timeconsuming computation of the hidden units activity In the formulation we propose in equation
	
 the activity is expressed in terms of convolution between a bank of lters 	
i


i    m
and the input
image I The advantage in this reformulation is that convolution can be performed eciently using
Fourier transformation
  Complexity analysis
The convolution can be expressed in terms of a Fourier transform

F 
I    F
  
	F	I
  F

	


The  D Fourier transform 	 D FT
 of a N N test image I requires O	N

Log

N 
 computation steps
The  D FT of the lters 	
i


i    m
can be computed oline since they are constant parameters of
the network independent from the image A  D FT of the test image has to be computed therefore
the total number of FT to compute is m   yielding a total of O		m  
N

Log

N 
 computation
steps The speedup factor is
mn
 
m Log
 
N
 In our experiments we used   hidden units 	ie m 

and     pixels subimages 	ie n 
 The curve giving the speedup factor with respect to image
size is shown in Figure 	 


F
 
is the conjugate Fourier transform
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Figure   Speedup curve with respect to n 	Image size n  n

 Face detection using MLP
We applied the reformulation of MLP in terms of Fourier transform for the face detection task We
have created a training set of face images The size of the training images is      and contain the
face of the person as shown on Figure  The examples were taken from the M VTS  database
which contains frontal views of  dierent persons The negative examples were generated from
images without faces 	mostly texture images
 We have used a learning set with   faces and 
nonface examples
In order to achieve a detection robust toward illumination changes we have to transform the
images of the learning set into zeromean normalized vectors If fX
i
  i  Lg

is the set of images
the following holds for the transformed images 	

X
i


i   L

k

X
i
k  and mean	

X
i

    i  L
In the recognition step the data must be also normalized and have zeromean A problem arises here
the normalization and the centering
	
if applied on the whole image will not be guaranteed locally
in the subwindows The normalization and centering must be applied on the extracted sub image
and not on the whole input image and this is not straightforward since Fourierbased convolution is
a global processing We have to reformulate the local normalization and centering of the data in the
FT framework
 Centering and Normalizing locally
Let 

X 
rc
be the zeromean normalized subimage located at 	r  c
 in the input image I


X
rc

X
rc
 x
rc
 
nn
k X
rc
 x
rc
 
nn
k
where x
rc
is the mean value of the subimage located at 	r  c
 and  
nn
is a n  n matrix where every
element is  We are interested in computing the convolution between the subimage 

X
rc
and the
lter 
i



X
rc

i

X
rc
 
i
 x
rc
	 
nn

i


k X
rc
 x
rc
 
nn
k
	

x
rc


n

n
X
j 
n
X
k 
X
rc
	j  k
 
X
rc
  
nn
n

	


L is the size of the training set

Centered image stands for zero
mean image
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The norm of the centered subimage at location 	r  c
 can also be computed using Fourier transforms
k X
rc
 x
rc
 
nn
k 
v
u
u
t
n
 
X
i 
	x
rc
	i
  x
rc



	


v
u
u
t
	
n
 
X
i 
x
rc
	i



 n

x

rc
n
 
X
i 
x
rc
	i


 X

rc
  
nn
	

Combining equations 	
 	
 	
 and 	
 we get the expression


X
rc

i

X
rc

i
 X
rc
  
nn
 
nn


i
n
 
q
X

rc
  
nn

X
rc
 
nn

 
n
 
	

In equation 	
 the expression
 
nn


i
n
 
is indeed the mean value of the coecients of the lter 
i

that we will from now call 
i
 Thus equation 	
 is equivalent to


X
rc
 
i

X
rc
 	
i
 
i
 
nn


q
X

rc
  
nn

X
rc
 
nn

 
n
 
	

Finally equation 	
 gives the expression 	in terms of convolution
 of the activity of the hidden unit
i when the subimage is located at position 	r  c
 in image I One can observe from this equation
that convolving a centered image with a lter is equivalent to the convolution of the noncentered
image with the centered lter

 We can therefore save the normalization and centering step for the
test images by centering and normalizing the lters oline
In order to have the activity of the hidden unit i when considering all possible subimages we get
the matrix activity N
i

N
i

I  	
i
 
i
 
nn


q
I

  
nn

I 
nn

 
n
 
	 

The element N
i
	r  c
 represents the activity of the hidden unit i when the subimage is located at
	r  c
 The activity matrix is indeed a convolution between the image and the centered lter 	zero
mean
 divided by the local norm of the subimage
The nal output of the neural network is a simple linear combination of the dierent activity
matrices
O  g	
m
X
i 
w 
i
N
i
B



 Algorithm and complexity analysis
In order to compute the activity matrix dened in equation 	 
 a certain number of Fourier trans
forms must be computed The FT of the centered lter can be computed oline since it is a constant
of the algorithm the same holds for the Fourier transform of  
nn
 We can now outline the algorithm

Mathematically these is 

X
rc
 
i
 X 
rc



i
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 Data
 n  n lter size
 m number of hidden units 	or neurons

 FT of the centered lters


i
 
i
 
i
 
nn
 FT of  
nn
 Input
 image I with size N  N 
 Computing steps
 F	I
 and F	I



 I

  
nn
 F
  
	F	I


  F

	 
nn



 I   
nn
 F
  
	F	I
  F

	 
nn



 For i  m
 compute I 


i
 F
  
	F	I
  F

	


i



 compute N
i
according to equation 	 

 End For
Figure  Outline of the algorithm
The complexity analysis shows that the total number of computation steps is in the order of
O		m  
N

Log

N 
 The achieved speedup is in the order of O	
mn
 
m	Log
 
N

 The Figure  shows
the speedup curve for m  and n  	values of our experiments
 At runtime no preprocessing
of the data is needed since normalization is taken into account in the lter coecients this saves
computation steps also
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Figure  Speedup curve 	considering normalization
 with respect to image size
 Multiple scales face detection
The neural network was designed and trained to detect faces with small subimages 	typically     
to   
 that is for a given scale Classical solutions build a pyramid of the input image which
 IDIAPRR   
generates a set of images at dierent resolutions The face detection is then performed at each
resolution and the nal result is a consensus between the dierent scales This approach increases the
number of windows to be observed and hence the slidingwindow approach will take much more time
and the number of processing steps will increase by an order of  	corresponding to the pyramid
size

In the approach we propose based on a FT processing the same algorithm as described in the
previous section will be applied at dierent scales One could expect to have also an increase by an
order of  There is however a little dierence since the FT of the new scales do not need to
be computed This is due to a property of the Fourier transform If f	x  y
 is the original image
and g	x  y
 is the subsampled 	by a factor of   in each direction
 image then we have the following
property
g	x  y
  f	 x   y
 	

F 	u  v
  FT 	f	x  y

 	

FT 	g	x  y

  G	u  v
 


F 	
u
 
 
v
 

 	

This implies that we do not need to recompute the Fourier transform of the images it can be directly
obtained from the original FT This has as consequence that the processing needs O		m 
N

Log

N 

thus the speedup factor will be O	
mn
 
mLog
 
N

 for the upper levels It can be shown that the
hierachical processing with our method increases the number of processins steps by less than 
 Experimental Results
We evaluated the method for a small face detection task The purpose of the test was to verify the
computation time and performance of the system rather than perform a stateofart face detection
The training was performed on a subset 	  face images
 of the M VTS face database  It contains
frontal views of Caucasian males and females on an almost uniform background People with glasses
and beard were also present in the database The training set of       pixels large images was
processed to have centered and normalized images
	a

	b

Figure  Samples from the training set 	a
 faces 	b
 nonfaces
Negative examples 	non face images
 were taken from textured images Training was stopped when
the output error was below some threshold 	 in our experiments
 The activation function used for
the MLP is the sigmoid dened as follow
g	x
 

 e
 x
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The testing of the MLP face detector was rst performed on the ORL

face database This database
contains  mugshots of  dierent people 	 images per person
 Although the images seem
not to be complicated for a face localization the database contains  of nonfrontal views with
dierent illuminations It was a dicult test for our network which was trained on frontal views only
It also contains multiracial images whereas our network was trained on white Caucasian people only
The detection rate achieved by the MLP face detector was  on the ORL database It achieved a
surprisingly good detection rate for nonfrontal views
Figure  Testing results on the ORL database
Testing was also performed on more realistic and complex images like the ones of the CMU database


The network detected almost all faces on these examples The network was also able to detect
cartoonlike faces whereas it was trained only real human faces The false detection rate is quite
high when compared to standard methods This can be explained by the size of our training set which
is much smaller than the one used in  This can be improved by training on a larger database with
a high number of nonface examples and using a bootstrap technique

httpwww	cam
orl	co	ukfacedatabase	html

httpwww	ius	cs	cmu	eduIUSharharusrharfacestest
 IDIAPRR   
Figure  Some face detection results of our network
 Conclusion
We proposed a simple and exible MLP architecture for object detection ie face detection The
main contribution of the paper was to describe a method which reduces dramatically the computation
time of a MLP based detector without altering the performances The reformulation of MLP in terms
of lter convolutions enabled us to speedup signicantly the processing time a formal proof of the
gain in speed was proposed Classical approaches have to preprocess the data during runtime in
order to normalize them in our case no preprocessing of the data is needed since the normalization
is taken into account directly in the weights of the network 	ie coecients of the lters
 The same
algorithm can be used to detect other features 	eyes mouth nose etc
 separately by changing the
learning set
This simple algorithm was applied on test examples and the rst results showed good detection
rate The main drawback is the high false detection rate that can be reduced by further improvements
 Increasing the size of the learning set and especially the nonface examples by using a boot
strap technique
 Using a consensus between networks trained on dierent data sets 	like in 

 Training dierent networks on faces eyes nose mouth The false detections of faces could be
removed by checking if at least one eye or nose or mouth was detected in the same area 	or
observation window

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